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Introduction 

Tigerstar and Brokenstar are the (mostly) main villians 

in the first series of Warrior Cats by Erin Hunter. In 

this project you will find comparisons of their actions, 

motives, appearance, and personality. You’d think they 

are very much different, only because they are in 

different clans. That’s not at all true, as they are very 

much alike.  

 

 Appearance  

Tigerstar is a huge brown tabby cat, as shown above. 

His warrior name was Tigerclaw, representing his long, 



sharp tigerlike claws. Brokenstar is a long haired dark 

tabby. His warrior name was Brokentail, because his 

tail is bent near the middle. A similarity is that they 

are both cats (duh) and they are both brown tabbies. 

They are both huge and are scary to smaller cats. 

Brokenstar has his tail bent, as Tigerstar doesn’t. 

Tigerstar has unusually long claws and Brokenstar has 

shorter, sharper claws.  

 

Personality 

They are both ambitious to become leader. They would 

launch into battle and kill without hesitation. 

Brokenstar was unflinchingly loyal to his clan, while 

Tigerstar would make allies from outside his clan. 

Brokenstar liked to pace his clan fast, turning kits into 

apprentices before they hit 6 moons. He would kick out 

the elders of the clan because he thought they were 

useless. Tigerstar was patient, ready to lay out a plan 

that could take moons. He was a LITTLE kinder to his 

clan then Brokenstar and would wait ‘till kits reached 6 

moons before turning them into apprentices. They were 

both always evil though, and their ambitions would lead 

them to the Dark Forest when they died.  



 

Actions and Motives 

Brokenstar killed his own father at the WindClan 

border and blamed it on them. He did so because he 

would become leader after his death. He trained the 

smallest kits to fight in battle. He hoped to achieve 

becoming the most feared clan in the forest. When he 

died, he continued to rage upon the clans from the 

Dark Forest, joining with Tigerstar to recruit cats 

from their dreams. In the final battle, his mother 

killed him, banishing him from the clans forever. 

Tigerstar killed the deputy, hoping to take his rank. 

Once he did, he laid a trap and told that only Bluestar 



could come to the Thunderpath (road) that Cinderpaw 

accidentally stumbled into. He wanted to hasten his 

promotion to leader. He plotted with rogues and with 

Brokenstar and launch an attack on the camp. Fireheart 

uncovered his clans and he was banished from 

ThunderClan. He became the ShadowClan leader and 

laid a trail of rabbits to lure wild dogs into the 

ThunderClan camp. He made an alliance with Scourge, 

who he had battled when he was an apprentice, and 

Scourge destroyed all his lives with one blow. He 

continued to plot against the clans in the Dark Forest 

with Brokenstar and other evil cats. He died in the 

final battle against the Clans. 

 

Conclusion 

Tigerstar and Brokenstar have many similarities and 

differences. Brokenstar was impatient and would 

attack immediately if he had a chance. In the end, they 

were both evil and would stop at nothing to achieve 

their dreams.  

 

The End 

 

 

 


